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The coming
disintegmtion of
financial markets
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

I t comes as no s urpris e th at th e name of th e B ank of E nglan d's E ddi e G eorge is
added t o th e lis t of whi ch i t mus t be s ai d th at "wh om th e gods would des troy ,
th ey firs t make mad . " Duri ng th e cours e of th e current London meeti ng of th e
I nternati onal Monetary Conference , E ddi e joi ned th e ranks of th os e greed-m ad
dened publi c fools of finance wh o i nsis t th at th e danger f rom th e now met a&t ati cally
cancerous financi al bub ble i n deri vati ves s peculati on is bei ng exaggerat ed by s ome
cri ti cs.
I t is a matter of s ome urgency th at res ponsi ble govern ments s ubject all i ncum
bent and pros pecti ve economi cs and central banki ng of fici als to th e s ani ty r es t
whi ch E ddi e G eorge would h ave flunked glori ous ly . Am ong th e probable benefits
of this , th e leas t would be creati ng s uddenly many encouragi ng vacanci es for th e
s ane unemploy ed. Th e tes t consists of but one cru ci al ques ti on: Prove conclusively
that the near-term disintegration of the prfsently bloating global financial and
monetary bubble is unstoppable by any means alternative to governments acting
to place the relevant institutions into bankruptcy reorganization.
Th os e offici als about to be exami ned s o could look up th e ans wer i n th e back
of th e book, s o to s peak . We s upply i t h ere and now . Would th at be ch eati ng on
th ei � part? Not at all ; i t would be becomi ng s ane .

LaRouche as a forecaster
About my quali ficati ons : I h ave i ntroduced relati vely few forecas ts of cri ti cal
events duri ng my 4O- odd y ears as an economis t (not counti ng my repeti ti ons of
s ome of th os e warni ngs). To date , every forecas t whi ch I h ave made on th e basis
of my LaR ouche-Ri ema nn meth od h as been confirmed by ti mely develop ments . I
now pres ent a s ummary lis ti ng of th os e forecas ts , for th e purpos e of i denti fyi ng
my auth ori ty for desi gni ng th e i ndi cated tes t of economi c s ani ty .
1) Duri ng late autumn 1 956, i n connecti on wi th a marketi ng s tudy , I forecas t
th e i mmi nence of a maj or U.S . economi c recessi on, tri ggered by th e over-st ret ch24
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Lyndon LaRouche.
during a nationally
televised presidential
campaign broadcast in
April 1988. compares
the collapse of the U.S.
economy to a bouncing
ball. whose rebound gets
lower and lower with
each successive bounce.

ing of a post-1954 credit-bubble centered in financing of
automobiles, housing, and analogous consumer goods. This
recession broke out in February 1957 statistics, and was gen
erally, if reluctantly acknowledged to have occurred several
months later. The recession-spiral lasted into mid-1958, and
was followed by a prolonged stagnation until an upturn ap
peared under the Kennedy administration.
2) During 1959-60, I made my first long-range forecast:
that near or shortly after the middle of the 1960s, we would
see the first of a series of major monetary disturbances, lead
ing toward a collapse of the existing Bretton Woods agree
ments. I forecast that this collapse would see increased loot
ing of what were then termed developing sector nations, and
that the breakup of the Bretton Woods agreements would
lead rapidly to austerity measures modelled upon those of
fascist regimes, in international economic relations and in
the U. S. domestic economy.
All of my economics forecasting and related activities of
the 1960s, through spring 1971, were premised upon that
same judgment. The first of the series of major monetary
disturbances of the period occurred with the collapse of the
British pound during November 1967, followed by the dollar
crisis of January-March 1968. The break-up of the Bretton
Woods agreements occurred beginning Aug. 15, 1971, and
was consolidated by the Azores monetary conference of
1972. In immediate response to the August 1971 develop
ment, the U. S. government instituted the radical austerity
measures known as Phase I and Phase II.
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3) In November 1979, during my campaign for the Dem
ocratic Party's presidential nomination, I warned that the
measures which the Carter administration and Federal Re
serve had just taken, at the urging of newly appointed Federal
Reserve Chairman Paul A. Volcker, would lead to the out
break of a devastating recession, beginning early 1980. Ev
ery detailing of that forecast by EIR magazine's quarterly
projections through 1983 was the most accurate forecast is
sued publicly by any agency; in fact, most, including Chase,
Wharton, Evans, and Data Resources, were absurd in their
sensing of the direction of the trends.
4) In February 1983, in the course of an exploratory
back-channel discussion I was conducting with Moscow in
coordination with the Reagan administration, I informed the
Soviet government, that if it were to reject what later became
known as the Strategic Defense Initiative of March 23,1983,
the strains on the Comecon economy would lead to a collapse
of that economic system in about five years. This forecast
was repeated in an EIR Special Report, Global Showdown.
issued July 1985. The collapse occurred during the second
half of 1989.
5) In spring 1984, in my renewed campaign for the Demo
cratic Party's presidential nomination, I warned, in a nation
wide half-hour TV address, and elsewhere, of the outbreak
of a collapse in a large section of the U.S . banking system:
the savings and loan and related sectors.
6) In May 1987, I forecast, as published in EIR magazine
and elsewhere, the outbreak of a major collapse in the stock
Feature
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market beginning approximately O ct. 1 0 , 1 987. This was my
first and only stock- market forecast.
7) During my renewed Democratic candidacy of 1 988 ,
in a nationwide half- hour TV address, 1 described the
"bouncing ball" phenomenon as the key to following the
continuing collapse of the U.S. economy through the course
of apparent, short- term fluctuations relatively up or down.
That has continued to the present day.
8) During my renewed Democratic candidacy of 1 992, 1
warned that we were already gripped by a global financial
mudslide , "down , down, down."
This is a record of nearly 40 y ears , a record which cannot
be even approached on the public record by any currently
living economist, even by France' s (and Le Figaro's) emi
nently sane Nobel P rize- winning Mauric e Allais.
O ut of that same unequalled competence , 1 say to y ou
now , as 1 informed various relevant scientific institutions of
R ussia during the last week of this April past: The presently
existing global financial and monetary system will disinte
grate during the near term. The collapse might occur this
spring, or summer, or next autumn; it could come next year;
it will almost certainly occur during President William Clin
ton's first term in office; it will occur soon . That collapse into

Bank of England replies,

defends derivatives
EIR spoke to B ank of E ngland Governor E ddie George' s
press spokesman John Footman on June 1 3 , and read to
him the first couple of paragraphs of Ly ndon LaR ouche' s
article , describing George as a case study of the dictum
"whom the gods would destroy , they first make mad." We
asked whether George really believed what he was sayi ng,
or whether he was only mouthing such words to keep
down the level of panic.
Footman replied , with his best City of London cool:
"O ur perception is that there is a need to monitor risks and
regulators. We sy mpathize with some of the concerns that
we see in the GAO [U.S. General Accounting O ffice]
report on derivatives and other places. We are concerned
about the derivatives transactions done by subsidiaries of
securities firms. The generation of a speqd ative bubble
would concern us if we saw that, but we see the risk being
laid off in various directions , in an extremely complex
way. What we need to be sure of, is that traders are not
suffering undue risk, and that traders protect themselves
from counter- parties , such as hedge funds. We need to
watch all this very closely , and to make sure that all this
is done in a professional way."
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disintegration is inevitable, because it could not be stopped
now by anything but the politically improbable decision by
leading governments to put the relevant financial and mone
tary institutions into ban kruptcy reorganization. That is
LaR ouche f orecast No. 9- the addition to the list of eight,
above.
The rational standard of belief
What has been summarily repo rted on the first eight fore 
casts shows that something is missing in the intelligenc e or
morals of any one who refuses to t ake the ninth forecast very
seriously. Y et, that being said, a lthough the public rec ord
shows that 1 am probably the world' s best forecaster living
during the past 40 y ears , does that unmatched record in fore
casting guarantee that my ninth forec ast is right? Any re spon
sible government say s , "He may be the world' s best ec on o
mist, but, even in his case , 1 still need the proof that his ninth
forecast is right."
Think of an economist advising a government as mo rally
in a position like the phy sician advising a patient. Would it
be consistent with medical ethics to prescribe a medicine on
the basis of "I happen to find the labels on the pharm ac eutic al
company' s pr oducts attractive"? How should the phy sic ian

Then the B ank of E ngland sent an "urgent fax" to
EIR 's office in Germany , the text of a speech by E xecutive
Director B rian Q uinn before a joint meeting of the Futures
and O ptions Association and the Futures Industry Assoca
tion on May 25. The speech is entitled , "A Central B ank
er' s View of the Growing U se of Derivatives." Here are
excerpts:
"The ingenuity of the specialists who design and price
derivatives products ... seems boundless.... No offi
cer charged with managing other people' s money can af
ford to ignore the benefits that can come from a judicious
use of the current range of derivative products; and busi
ness and finance courses at universities and colleges al
ready see derivatives as a subject that must be covere d in
the curriculum....
"Derivatives are here not only to stay , but probably
also to grow , albeit perhaps at a less hectic pace. ...
Derivatives do not entail any new risks.... If the pres
ence of derivatives makes prices of financial assets more
volatile , does this necessarily mean the financial sy stem
is inherently less stable? The instinctive answer to this
question seems to be 'y es.' However, academic work
while inconclusive- suggests that, if any thing the oppo
site is the case.... More generally , the markets seem to
be developing their own safeguards and sanctions , not
least in the form of losses to shareholders."
-Mark Burdman
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judge? He is morally responsible for using scientific method,

Fidelio. "On LaRouche's Discovery , " (Spring 1994) is

profession whom he knows to be governed in their utterances

which produced my original fundamental discovery in the

and for working in concert with those other members of the

by obedience to scientific method (rather than some official

of an insurance company controlled by investment trusts , for

example). What is the comparable ethical requirement in
connection with economic prescriptions?

Contrary to what most scientific illiterates among U. S .

college graduates believe today , science is not statistics. Sci

an account of the original work , over the years 1948-52,

science of physical economy . Thi s , including footnotes

(pp . 37-55), is a concise report of the discovery . The
second , longer treatment of the significance of economic

policy in history , is found in "The Truth About Temporal

Eternity ," in the Summer 1 994 issue .

If the reader has advanced competence in mathematical

ence is the method by which a series of successful fundamen
tal, and other crucial discoveries have been generated. Sci
ence is not mathematics; it is the delimiting conditions which
the successively successful method ofphysical science, over
nearly 2,500 years since Plato's Academy at Athens, imposes
upon mathematics today.

physic s , including the issues associated w ith such matters as

Any responsible government today is asking the follow

contents of the two articles will be nonetheless highly infor

ing three questions about the ninth forecast in that series: 1 )

I s the method which I employed to develop the first eight of

Bertrand Russell's fraudulent attacks upon Bernhard Rie

mann and Georg Cantor, or the related matter of Kurt Gooel' s
shattering proof of a crucial blunder by John Von Neumann,

those two articles report enough to constitute rigorous scien

tific proof. If the reader lacks that advanced training, the
mative and relevant.

It is my intent , that any literate person , whether one with

these forecasts consistent with the method upon which the

adequate scientific training or merely good moral sense in

forecast employ identical to the failed method which their

description of the proof for my ninth forecast.

ninth depends? 2) Is the method which opponents of this

circles used in failing to meet the standard of each and all of

such matters , will be suitably informed by the following

the first eight forecasts in my series? 3) If the answer to

What is a financial bubble?

crucial proof that my method conforms to the actual princi

about to pop , ask yourself the question which I posed to

the preceding questions is "Yes ," then show the additiori'al ,
ples by which physical growth in economic processes is sus
tained.

That is what any responsible government will demand of

As the first step in understanding the derivatives bubble

members of my class in economics back in 1 966, a class
which included Virginia's present-day Democratic celebrity

Nancy Spannaus and a number of other university graduate

me , once it recognizes that it would be terribly , morally

students . Why do slumlords find investment in New York

failed "Brand X" competitors of the post-World War II peri

with others among those graduate students, set up a field

man , Friedrich von Hayek, Karl Popper, Arthur Bums , Paul

the New York Hall of Records , tracing the history of New

reckless to continue its disastrous former blind faith in my

od , such as John Von Neumann , Abba Lerner, Milton Fried

City slum-housing so profitable? Nancy Spannaus , together

investigation , a project which involved many long hours at

Samuelson , George Shultz , Paul Volcker, Margaret Thatch

York slum properties and their sites back as far as several

bottom of the barrel , that notoriously poisonous academic

found and proved the answer to my question .

er, Wharton , Evans, Chase , Data Resources , and , at the
imp from Harvard , Jeffrey Sachs .

The future will judge the governments and the electorates

generations . Spannaus and other members of the task force
Take any income-producing investment, whether a facto

ry , a farm , a retail sales outlet , or a slum rental-housing

of the present by the way in which they respond, or fail to

property-title . From the total revenue which the owner of that

respecting that ninth forecast . The future will demand: 1 ) If

the total . By "taken out" is signified "not poured back into

mass-murderous disaster which was about to hit your nation

vestment itself. " Four elements of this withdrawn portion of

respond to their obligation to pose those policy questions

you had asked those questions , you might have foreseen the
and the rest of the world besides . Did you ask those ques

tions? 2) If you did ask those questions , did you receive an

answer? 3) What would have been the result had you accepted
that answer? This moral accountability applies to govern

ment; it may determine whether· or not certain economists
deserve to sit in Hell; it is also a measure of the morality of
the voting-age population in general.
The reader will find all the crucial features of the

method employed in all nine of the list of past and present
forecasts identified adequately in many published locations ,

including two most recent editions o f the quarterly journal
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investment obtains annually , a certain portion is taken out of

reproducing or improving the physical operations of the in

the total sales revenue are of primary concern to us at this
moment: Withdrawn rent, interest, profit, and a certain por
tion of the taxes paid .

Focus for a moment upon the withdrawn-rental portion

the portion of the rent not put back into either paying taxes
on the real estate or maintaining and improving the structure .

Let us suppose that the current holder of the title to that
slum rental property decides to sell this property as a rental

property; hqw do we determine the expected valuation used

for determining the selling price? That valuation will not be

based on the cost of constructing a replacement building, or
Feature
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A scene in New York
City's South Bronx. As
LaRouche and his
associates documented
back in 1966, a slumlord
can make more profit on
properties used by poor
families, than a
legitimate landlord can
take infrom decent
housing. Thisfact was a
harbinger of the age of
utter economic
degeneracy which we
have now entered-the
age ofjunk bonds,
hostile takeovers, and
derivatives.

the depreciated original cost of th e building; it will be based
upon a mUltiple of the withdrawn portion of the rental in
come, or some analogous consideration.
Thus , for this classroom example , we hav e two v alu es
for that slum property. O ne is the depr eciated v alu e of the
original construction, including depr eciated v alue of im
prov ements added. The other v alue is a multiple of the por
tion of the rental income withdrawn fr om the phys ical cy cle
of maintenance and replacement by the holder of the title.
Let us giv e a name to the difference between the depr eciated
v alue of the original construction and the mar ket v alue as
signed to the rental income from that building. I n 1 96 7-6 9
New Y ork City , the latter v alu ation was v as tly gr eater than
the first. The increase of the latter v aluation ov er the f or mer
is termed fictitious capital.
The task force of which Nancy Spannaus was a m em ber
found that the slumlord sy stem was extr acting gr eater actual
rates ofr eturn on slum properties used by v ery poor f am ilies,
than more legitimate landlords wer e taking in fr om decent
housing renting to middle and higher incom e hous eholds. By
squeezing the rental income to the maximu m, thr ough non
m aintenance and use of related tricks, a s lum pr oper ty r eal
ized a higher y ield than a non-s lu m pr oper ty.O ne could hav e
seen in those facts a warning of the com ing age of u tter
economic degeneracy , the age of j unk bonds , hos tile take
ov ers , and deriv ativ es: one might say , the age of the keenes t
28
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adm ir ers of G eor ge B us h and Maggie Thatcher. The landlord
with the s cumm ies t mor ality , and the least degr ee of redeem
ab le v alue to s ociety, was being r ewar ded more richly than a
l andlor d with decent mor als.
Th at econom ic category, fictitious capital, is key for
u nders tanding why the pr es ent- day deriv ativ es bubble is
pr ecis ely analogous to a cancer of the world financial and
m onetary sys tem in its ter minal phase. Let us describe
the pr es ent global bu bbl e in thes e terms of reference,
b ef or e turn ing to analys is ot, s ome of the cr ucial points
of our pr oof.
I ns tead of a 1 960s s lum r ental pr operty , take today ' s
near- appr ox im at ion of th at: Milton Fr iedman , Margaret
T hatcher, G eor ge B us h, and W endy and Sen. P hil Gramm ' s
(R- Tex.) U.S. economy. That is the "pos t- indus tr ial" U nited
States wh ich has r eplaced its s teel indus try- centered econo
my with a fr ee- to-s teal m ark etplace economy , the present
day Wall Street Journal, American Spectator, and Washing
ton Times's economy of Michael Milken and kindr ed neo
cons erv ativ e bandits.
It is v is ibl e that the net phys ical inv estment in mainte
nance and im pr ov em ents of pr oductiv e capacities of basic
econom ic i nfr as tru ctur e, f arms, and factor ies has long since
dr opped way b el ow the lev el of zilch. The collapsing of
f arms (f or the gr eater glory of G eor ge B ush ' s cronies in the
gr ain car tel), and the collaps ing of numbers of industrial
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and other skilled operative's work-places shows conclusively

century South Sea Island and Mississippi bubbles, and to

cess of asset-stripping . This is a global proces s . It took off

tives bubble .

of the post-August 1971 "floating exchange-rate monetary

such property-titles and contracts as negotiable assets, money

that the U . S . economy is being contracted rapidly by a pro

first in the developing sector, especially after the installation
system," in place of the former gold-reserve standard set

day's Bush-league practices behind the junk bond and deriva
As long as money and assets discountable for money treat

treats real-income streams and fictitious capital gains more

earlier by the Bretton Woods agreements . After the introduc

or less equally . In this circumstance, a legion of worse-than

76 "controlled disintegration of the economy" doctrine as

around the world become immensely rich, while families of

tion of the New York Council on Foreign Relation's 1975-

Federal Reserve Chairman Volcker's October 1979 "Volcker
measures," this disease of looting spread throughout the U. S .

economy, into all sectors .

By the beginning of the 1980s, through the asset-strip

ping already in place during the "post-industrial" binge of the

useless Wall Street, City of London, and kindred parasites
farmers, industrial operatives, ordinary honest businessmen,

and the nation at large become increasingly poor, even as

destitute as Russia under the policy-influences of Margaret
Thatcher, George Bush, and Jeffrey S achs .

As long as the prospective purchaser is prone to act upon

1970s, the United States economy had lost the technological

the belief that a nominal capital gain in a contracted fictitious

on the Moon had depended . Under the guidance of Senate

stream, this imagined new income-stream can be assigned a

capabilities on which the successful 1960s manned landing
president and later President George Bush-as the late Rob

ert Benchley wrote back in 1943-matters went "from bed

capital represents an expected and discountable income

fictitious capitalization in the same way a slum-property title
is assigned a fictitious valuation based upon the purchaser's

to worse . " From the end of 1982, the asset-stripping process

willingness to pay a market-price for acquiring title to the

radical deregulation of finance . The measures of deregulation

financial speculation becomes the basis for a new market in

ran amok under the influence of the Gramm-Bush push for
pushed by Bush and Gramm could be fairly termed !he

stream of rental income . Once this next phase in the spiral of
such instruments, a process of "geometric" growth of nomi

"Kravis and Milken Junk-Bond Feeding Legislation . " The

nal fictitious capital is unleashed . A ballooning of fictitious

tively intended to balance the budget, balanced nothing, but

bubble, as contrasted with endemic forms of speculative ac

"planned train-wreck" called the Gramm-Rudman bill, puta

rather unbalanced much of what was left of the economy,
and also the minds of its credulous supporters .

Look at this degeneration of our economy through the

eyes of a 1960s New York City slumlord-his admiration

aggregates occurs . That is the distinction of a true speculative

tivity within markets .

What is a 'cancerous bubble'?

The present global financial and monetary bubble goes

would be orgasmic .

one fatal step beyond a mere ballooning of fictitious capital

productive cycle" of the process of production and distribu

for the financial and monetary systems which it infests .

Look at the real income-stream taken away from the "re

tion of goods and of such specifically indispensable services

as education, health care, and science . Trace the profit, inter

est, rent, and taxes from these sources . Now carry that extrac

gains . It has a dimension which marks it as fatally cancerous

Asset-stripping is the key to this point .

Let us use the term "leverage" to identify the implied

multiplier which converts an imputable annual rate of in

tion away from reinvestment in the physical improvement

come-stream into a corresponding magnitude of nominal fic

product, and sell those extracted sums of income-flow on the

to increase the income-stream from rental income is a way of

. to slum-rental holdings-not the physical property, but rath

tious capitalization of the property-title. The valuation of the

Generate thus large masses of fictitious capital . Now, in

the imputable marginal gains in fictitious capitals are them

of those cyclic processes of production and distribution of
financial market . Sell them as slumlords sell property titles

er the legal title to the rental income .

addition to the real-income stream from primary sources of

rent, profit, interest, and taxation, a second kind of income

stream has been generated, fictitious capital gains.

In any market economy, even in the rural barter of live

stock, the occurrence of fictitious capital and of fictitious

capital gains is endemic . Under certain kinds of conditions,

titious capital . In the case of the slumlord, looting the tenants
increasing the imputable income-stream, and thus the ficti

secondary and tertiary fictitious capitalizations spun off from
selves so based upon leverage against the primary, real in

come-stream.

The valuation of the interconnected whole market in fic

titious capital gains depends thus upon both the relative and
corresponding absolute magnitudes of the primary income

streams taken as a whole . This fact is illustrated dramatically

the pyramiding of fictitious capital gains as an income-stream

by the case of the asset-stripping needed to sustain the mas

sets into motion a process made famous in modem economic

tions . Without massive asset-stripping against the economy

century tulip bubble in the Netherlands, the early eighteenth-

collapsed approximately a decade ago .

upon which a second order of fictitious capital is generated,

history by such disastrous lunatic binges as the seventeenth
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sive creation of fictitious capital in the RJR Nabisco opera

as a whole, the speculative bubble as a whole would have

Feature
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This is complicated by the fac t that without an increase
in the flow of fictitious capital gains at the top of the bubble ,
the bubble as a whole would collapse. For, with out a continu
ing growth of the magnitude of fictitio us capital gains, the
bubble as a whole would collapse under pressures of reversed
leverage.
"Collapse" would be a most misleading sort of euphe
mism in that case. "R eversed leverage" in such a bubble is
best approx imated mathematically by the same Kolmogorov
equations used to describe a chemical , fission , or thermonu
clear ex plosion , or a firestorm like that which the B ritish war
time R oyal Air F orce created at Hamburg and Dresden: in
mathematical-phy sical terms , a "shock front," and a very
ha rd one at that. In effect, one evening the financial markets
ap pear normal , stable; by the end of the nex t day , or some
thi ng approx imating that, every thing is rubble; the financial
and monetary sy stem built up since August 1 97 1 has disinte
grated as it were in a single day' s trading.
As in the case of a heroin or methadone addict , the habit
of looting the real-economic basis must be fed to prevent a
collapse. Feeding the habit prevents the immediate collapse
by hastening the date of total collapse. The addicted state is
destro ying the basis upon w hich it feeds to sustain itself. As
is illustrat ed by the tragic fate of the enterprises gobbled up
in the R JR Nabisco caper, this is the fate of the wor ld' s
ec onomy under the rul e of the canc erous financial bubble
marked by derivatives speculation.
So, to sustain the bubble, the bubble must grow. To
cause the bubble to grow , the real basis must be looted more
savagely : asset-stripping. We see th e result in the collapse of
the constant-dollar value of the market-basket of per-capita
and per-square-kilometer real consum ption by households ,
farms , and manuf acturing. We see t he collapse of the similar
ly adjusted value of tax -revenue base per capita and per
square kilometer.
Go b ack to 1 9 13 , to Paul Warburg' s notorious Federal
R eserve Sy stem scheme. See Confederate agent Alan
B ulloc h' s nephew , Teddy R oosevelt, running a B ull Moose
c ampaign to bring about the election of Ku Klux Klan
booster W oodrow Wilson. B oth are supporters of War
burg' s Federal R eserve and federal income-tax proposals.
R oosevelt' s actions , and the later Wilson White House
backing for the re-founding of the Ku Klux Klan , ensure
three things : that the two acts will be declared legally
enacted , and that the U nited States will be pre-committed
to go to the side of B ritain' s planned war against Germany
(otherwise B ritain would not have gone to war, and then
there would have been no World War I, or its sequel
World War II). Look at the present situation from the
standpoint of the state of Paul W arburg' s original Fed
and tax Sy stem proposals back about 1 9 1 3 , and look
,
briefly at the relevant preceding development , the U. S.
Specie R esumption Act of 1 875- 79. Look at the relation
ship between Federal R eserve-engineered U. S. debt- service
30
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charges and the U. S. income-tax revenue today , and
then the significance of the derivatives bubble is clearly
sy mptomized: Doom is on the way.
Through its relevant U. S. agent, the House of Morgan ,
London bankr upted the U nited States government during the
last quarter of the nineteenth century by a congressional law
called the U. S. Specie f{ esumption Act. This act , enabled
through massive corrup tion of members of the Congr ess,
unlawfully repealed relevant sections of Article I of the U. S.
federal Constitution , by requiring the U. S. government not
only to cease engaging in its sovereign constitutional right to
issue currency , but to call in ex isting, Lincoln-series U. S.
currency -notes to a degree conforming to the demands of the
London gold-ex change market. This collapsed the U nited
States into a protracted social crisis, manipulated from Lon
don , under which conditions London was able to buy up the
choicest morsels of the still-growing U. S. economy. By the
tum of the present century , London , which had been con
stantly the principal mortal adversary of the U nited States
since 1 763 , was suddenly promoted in Jim-Crow Anglophile
America into our closest ally ! The natural follow-on to the
protracted crisis caused by the Specie R esumption Act was
the plainly unconstitutional Federal R eserve Sy stem.
The Federal R eserve Sy stem is key to the derivatives
bubble of today. Without corrupt, virtually treasonous com
plicit offi cials at the Fed, the speculative mania which has
ruined our nation and much of the world besides would not
have been possible. The Fed is a privately owned central
bank, chartered by the federal government , which has gained
in creasing , unlawful , ex tortionist power over our govern
ment itself. It is principally an agent of those major co mmer
cia l banks and private banking and other financial houses
based in New Y ork City. During the re cent 15 y ears , the
principal functions of the Fed have been to manipulate the
U. S. government in Washington , and to use the monetary
authority usurp ed by the Fed to subsidize bankrupt and other
banks and other wild speculators in New Y ork City and
. associated loc alities.
The Fed operates in collusion with complicit Tre asury
officials to increase the private indebtedness of the U. S. gov
ernment to the clients of the New Y ork City -based market in
U. S. bills and other securities. This debt-creating mechanism
is used principally to feed the Fed' s process of generating its
own unconstitutional , private U. S. Federal R eserve curren
cy -notes; this generation of currency -notes is managed to
generate a subsidy for the Fed' s true private owners, and,
during the recent dozen y ears , to feed the B ush-leaguers'
wildly speculative financial bubble-building.
When the Fed was originally conceived. the a doption of
a national income-tax was designated as the lawful source of
budg eted funds to m eet the debt-service obligations upon the
Federal R eserve-created U.S. government debt! Now. we
see that the U.S. revenuefrom the income-tax is being gob
bled up more and more by the debt-service requirements on
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the federal debt! As the sign carried by the fellow wearing
the white robe and beard says, "The end is nigh!"
The constant- dollar value of the per- capita tax- revenue
base is contracting , largely as a result of the asset- stripping
impact of B ush- league speculation practices. To increase the
tax rates on any thing but the speculative financial markets
themselves would be to increase the income- stream out of
the real economy , accelerating the economic contraction,
hastening the collapse. To cut entitlements , another per
sisting proposal made on behalf of the Wall Street speculative
pirates, woul d have similar effects.
That relation ship between federal debt- serv ice and in
come- tax base is but one of numerous signs to the same
critical effect. As the driver explained , bringing the bus to a
halt before the washed- out bridge , "B rother, it l ooks like we
are about to run out of road."
The cancer of speculative derivatives burgeons- an ugly
growth. Worse , to exist, the cancer must loot the healthy
tissue in at least e qual degree. Thus the monster gr ows , while
the human being is sucked to death so. E xcise the tumors ,
kill the cancer without killing the healthy tissue. The task is
destroy the parasite , to save its victim.
The issues of method
The problem has been described. We are thus situated to
consider the likely varieties of significant objections to that
description.
Known objections to the foregoing description fall into
three broad classes, o f which two can be summarily discarded
as cases of a speaker who offers no rational argument for his
no less vehement objecti ons. The three are:
1 ) What we may describe fairly as the E ddie-G eorge-the
pantry- bandit sy ndrome: "Mommy , y ou are exaggerating
again; there are no cookies in this jar."
2) The opinionated- common-gossip sy ndrome: "P eople
whose opinion I respect say that y ou are wrong."
3) The academic standpoint: any one or a combination of
several fads commonly taught in contemporary classrooms ,
textbooks , and economics and financial trade periodicals.
O nly the last has any furt her int erest for us here.
Within that third class of objections , the princi pal aca
demic premises are , variously or in combination: a) the mar
ginal int el lects , the utilitarians who deeply resent per sonally
any attempt to distinguish between productive and non- pro
ductive occupations; b) the idiot- savant mathematici ans of
the "Chaos Theory " cults; c) the ever- fait hful gnostics chant
ing , with an obligatory uprolling of the ey eballs , "the magic
of the marketplace." Conveniently , all three , and related
other varieties of professionalist objections , including the
lately fashionable "Chaos Theory ," share the fundamental
flaw of the late John Von Neumann' s effort s to derive a
mathematical dogma of radical marginal utilitarianism from
a set of linear inequalities.
It greatly simplifies the discussion to begin with a thumb-
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nail historical acc ount of the c ontrove� y over the appropri ate
method for study of ec onom ic proc essj! s.
Let us situate the intern al mod ern history of po litic al
economy in a nutshell. Modem politic al-ec onom y began to
be developed in Cosimo de' Medic i' s, m id-fiftee nth-c entury
Florence, I tal y through the initiatives O f the B yzantine sc hol
ar George Gem isthos, also know n as " Pl ethon." I t began to
assume modem form duri ng the six t� enth c entury, in suc h
expressions as the wri tings of F ranc e1 s Jean B odin and the
establishment of pol itic al-ec onom y w ithin a body of state
craft known form ally as cameralism.: The first w ork estab
lishing a scientific basis for the stud)! of politic al ec onom y
was Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz' s de\l elopm ent of a branc h
of phy sical sc ienc e know n as physical economy over the
interval 1 672- 1 7 1 6.
At the en d of the seventee nth c entl,lry, V enic e' s far -flung
intell igenc e serv ic es l aunc hed a vigoro us c am paign through
out E urope , mobilizing for the destruc tion of F ranc e and th e
discrediting of Le ibniz. The key fig� re leading this eigh
teenth- century ope ration in the field---,i n F ranc e, Bri tain, and
Germany-w as a m ost senior V enet ian noblem an, A bbo t
Antonio Conti ( 1 677- 1 74 9) , w hose n etw ork inc luded suc h
notorious Vene tian ope ratives agains t F ranc e a s Giovanni
Casanova ( 1 725- 98) , Count A lessanPro Cagliostro ( 1 743 95) , and the founder ofl ate-eighteentb and nineteenth c entu
ries' B ritish radical empiric ism, Giamm ari aO rtes ( 1 7 13- 90).
The point to be stressed here is tb at all of the doc tri nes
for which Adam Sm ith, Jeremy B entil am, and Thom as Mal 
thus are best kno wn today w ere c opie d from the wri tings of
Giammaria O rtes. I t was through the "f ork ofO rtes that S mith
obtained his dogma of "the invisible hJl nd," and Jeremy B en
tham his "hedonistic c alc ulus." Maltb us' s 1 7 98 On Popula
tion is a direct pl agiarism, in more PQP ulari zed l anguage, of
O rtes ' s 1 790 R ifiessioni sulla Popolafion e delle Nazioni.
To situate the disc ussion, consid er the widespread l ie
which asserts that the U nited S tates w� s founded upon A dam
Smith' s doctrine of "free trade." Th¢ fac t is, the ec onom ic
and social issue of the U. S. War of I ndepe ndence against
B ritain was the A meric an c ol onists! rej ec tion of Bri tain' s
eighteenth-century version of "I nternJl tional Monetary F und
conditionalities," in favor of what Wl$ c al led later a "pro tec 
tionist" economic pol icy.
"Free trade" was first brought to the U nited S tates in
1 78 3 , as a peace condition dic tated to F ranc e and the U nited
States by B ritain ' s Lord S helburn e, I in the 1 783 Treaty of
P aris. As a consequenc e of this c onc ession to B ritish "free
trade ," the economies of the U nited S tates and Franc e w ere
bankrupted by 1 78 9. The U nited S tat es used its head, w rote
a federal Constitution whic h arr anged the outl aw ing of "free
trade ," and recovered to prospero us g row th under President
George Washington and S ec retary oft he Treasury A lex ander
Hamilton. The king of France acted diff erently ; failing to use
his head, he lost it.
The strongly Leibniz-influenced e conomic policies of the
Feature
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U . S. federal Constitution and the first George Washington
administration were known of ficially from that time onward
as the anti- B ritish "American Sy stem of political- economy ."
"Free trade" was revived in the U nited St ates several
times during the nineteent h century . U nder the influence
of B ritish agent Albert Gallatin from within the second
Jefferson administration and the Madison administration.
U nder the influence of B ritish asset and New Y ork banker
Martin van B uren over the second Jackson administration ,
causing t he P anic of 1 8 3 7. "Free trade" was the doctrine
of the New E ngland opium- traders and the southern pro
slavery faction during the early nineteenth century. U nder
the t reasonous P ierce and B uchanan administrations , the
effects were ruinous. E very period of econo mic recovery
into 1 875 was t he direct result of rej ecting "free trade"
in favor of reviving the "American Sy stem" policies of
Franklin , H amilton, H enry Clay , Mathew and H enry
Carey , and Friedrich List .
Despite Cobden and B right and their "Com Laws"
reform , throughout the late eighteenth and the nineteenth
centuries , B ritain never made a general application of a
"free trade" dogma to itself, but only to those competitors
and colonies which it looted for the enrichment of the
L ondon financial houses. To defend what B ritain saw as
its special economic or related interest, she was a jealous
prot ectionist, to the point of war. H er policy on that point
could be fairly described: "Free trade was meant for the
suckers." The "invisible hand" turns out to be her hand
in y our purse .
All of the grounds for putatively professionalist obj ec
tions to my description of the speCU lative process , including
the work of the utilitarians , of Walras , of John May nard
Key nes , of Von Neumann , of the modem "Chaos" theorists ,
and so on , are merely different disguises for the same under
ly ing set of mid- eighteenth- century axiomatic assumptions
introduced t o B ritain through the work of Giamin aria O rt es.
All of the issues posed by t he third of the three named classes
of critics can be addressed comprehensively , and most effi
ciently , by examining t he crucial differences in axiomatic
assumptions separating the method of Leibniz' s influential
science of phy sical economy from the derivatives of O rtes ' s
hedonistic calculus .
The essential difference between Leibniz ' s phy sical
economy , on the one side , and the liberal , Marxist, and neo
conservative dogmas , on the opposing side, is between those ,
like Leibniz , who base the measure of economic performance
on the start ing- point of human demography. and those , like
B ritish economist Karl Marx , who are obsessed from the start
with someone ' s primeval hoard of "my money ." First , look
at political- economy from the standpoint of Leibniz ' s and
my own sci ence of phy sical economy , and then contrast that
with the teachings of a mathematical pseudo- science such
as Jo hn Von Neumann' s and O skar Morgenstern' s famous
Theory of Games and Economic Behavior.
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Demographic science
The science of phy sical economy is premi sed upon the
conclusive proof that the human species is unique in the
known universe , set absolutely apart from and superior to
all other known forms of exis tence . The crucial evidence
for this conclusion is found in studies of the changes of the
human species' potential relative population-density: O nly
mankind is manifestly capable of willfully increasing this
potential popU lation- density by decimal or ders of mag
nitude .
The study of this phenomenon begins with scrutiny of
t wo more readily measurable sets of phenomena: changes
in demography, and changes in the p er-capita productive
powers of labor. First , we examine changes in relative popu
lation- density , and then their correlatives in , second , demo
graphic characteristics , and , third , productive powers of
labor.
As a matter of elementary scientific rigor, implicitly
this st udy encompasses many different cultural series over
thousands of y ears , and even longer, preceding our time .
O f course , it also includes the past 6OO- odd y ears since
the fourt eenth- cent ury E uropean B lack Death pandemic .
The scope of the investigation indicates that the question
of money is introduced only as a tertiary feature of the
studies. We are concerned primarily with the physical
relationship between society and nature as a whole; the
principles involved must be adduced without introducing
any consideration of money. Money matters are studied
later, against the background of the monetary system's
interaction with the physical-economic processes upon
which money-systems are superimposed.
In demo graphy , we begin with the obvious considera
tions of fertility of households , and life- expectancy and con
ditions of healt h of households ' members by age- interval
stratifications. We consider not only the ty pical individual
household , and also the immediate society with which the
household is associated , but also the reciprocal functional
interaction of the individual person and the society with one
and another, and of both with the entirety of the human
species. We examine the productive powers of labor in terms
of a dem ographic model of social reproduction of the house
hold , the society and mankind as a whole. We measure these
pro ductive powers in terms of the market- baskets of both
households ' goods and of means of production required to
maintain improvements in demographics per capita , per
household , and per sq uare kilometer above a conj ecturable
"0," or so- call ed "equilibrium level."
We examine the effect of the development of basic eco
nomic "hard" infrastructure (e . g. , water, general land- trans
port, power, sanitation , and communications) upon demo
graphic and productive factors . We i nclude three qualities of
services---e ducation , health care , and scientific and equiva
lent development- as "soft" infrastructure , and also include
as "hard" infrastructure the logistical means required for
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maintaining these three essential categories of services to
households and productive facilities.
To shorten the account, sum up a number of steps in the
following terms:
We define consumption in terms of a roster of goods
included in market-baskets of consumption, whether by
households, or by production of goods. Excepting the three
indicated special classes of services (education, health-care,
and scientific progress), the designation of goods is limited
to physical goods. These goods are listed as elements of
market-baskets, each associated with corresponding catego
ries of the gener�1 social division of labor in employment.
We have as broad categories of market-baskets: households'
goods, hard-infrastructure goods, soft-infrastructure goods,
agricultural producers' goods, industrial producers' goods,
plus a general social-overhead allowance for consumption by
other categories of employment as a whole.
We also define economic activity by categories of land
use. We have waste land, reserve land, land used for urban
ized and rural residence, respectively, land used for urban
administrative and general social functions, and land as
signed to the categories of each of the principal elements of
the social division of labor.
In practice, in a well-designed university curriculum,
economic science starts with the study of the changes in these
categories and their ratios during the recent 550 years in
western Europe and the Americas. Once the student is famil
iar with the conceptions which are prompted by studying
five centuries of changes in those locations, the student is
prepared to contrast the modern European case with the quali
tatively different cases during the preceding 2,000 years of
European civilization, and with the older civilizations of Asia
and Mediterranean Africa to about 6000 B. C. Those studies
prepare the student to study pre-Columbian America, Ocea
nia, and sub-Saharan Africa. This gives the student a global
overview within the bounds of the intraglacial warming peri
od in which we presently dwell. And, so on.
The ascertained cause for the somewhat correlated chang
es in potential population-density, demographic profiles, di
vision of labor, land-use, content of market-baskets, and so
on, is changes in human behavior of a quality typified by
valid fundamental scientific progress. Such scientific prog
ress merely typifies the quality of thinking common to the
spectrum of changes in statecraft and in Classical forms of
fine arts which, together with scientific-technological prog
ress, cause the improvement in demographic performance.
In other words, what is reflected here is an increase in man
kind's per-capita power over the universe, as measured in
respect to per-capita power per square kilometer of the
Earth's habitable surface.
The subjective cause for the increase of this power admits
of no description other than "creative powers of the individu
al mind. " The case for a valid fundamental discovery within
the scope we assign to the name "mathematical physics"
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A 1921 cartoon entitled "The Anglers" shows speculators fishing
for victims in the stock exchange. Today, the speculative mania
has created the biggestfinancial bubble in world history.

typifies this argument. For our purposes here it will be suffi
cient merely to summarize the argument supplied in the indi
cated relevant sources.

Technology as creativity
In any branch of science, there is no way to avoid certain
deep-going conceptual problems without foundering forever
in the incurable incompetencies of one's own foolish bab
bling. In economics, the key such conception is that of cre
ativity.
The investigation of this conception begins, pedagogical
Iy, with the subject of those forms of creative discovery
which are most easily represented, the mathematical form of
what are justly called "revolutionary," or "axiomatic-revolu
tionary" qualities of fundamental scientific discoveries. The
yardstick we apply to the study of such discoveries and their
impact is the standard of technological progress, by which
we signify increase in the qualitative powers of physical
productivity of labor per capita, per household, and per
square kilometer of usable land-area.
Once the idea of "creativity" is removed from the domain
of emotionally colored, vague imageries, and is rendered
an intelligible scientific conception of willful practice, the
Feature
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entirety of ec onomic sc ienc e begins to open up for the stu
dent. U ntil that step is made , professors of ec onomic s will
never move muc h bey ond the pre- Stone Age level ofc ompe
tenc e , bungling and babbling over all of the c ruc ial c onc ep
tions upon whic h this branc h of sc ienc e is absolutely depen
dent. O nc e c reativity is rendered an intelligible , prac tic ally
applic able c onc eption, all of ec onomic sc ienc e begins to
open up rapidly for the student. From that standpoint, the
inc ompetenc e of all c ritic s of the foregoing desc ription be
c omes transparent.
To the degree any mathematic al phy sic s c an be represent
ed in a mathematic ally c onsistent way , it may be represented,
if only for purposes of desc ription, by what is termed a "theo
rem- lattic e. " That signifies, that any formal mathematic s c an
be regarded as a network of theorems whic h are eac h mutual
ly c onsistent with all other theorems of that some c ollec tion.
This mutual c onsistency is representable by a set of interc on
nec ted theorems and postulates , suc h as the theorems and
postulates of a formal E uc lidean geometry.
Therefore , we may think in terms of some c ollec tion
of interc onnec ted theorems , eac h and all of whic h ar e not
inc onsistent with any among that set of interc onnec ted
axioms and postulates. In looking at this business in that
way , we are able to c onc eptualize both the presently known
and y et- to- be- disc overed theorems whic h would satisfy those
restric tions. We may desc ribe this as all the theorems of that
formal mathematic al- phy sic al type.
Against this bac kground, c onsider the c ase , that one is
able to define experimentally a theorem whic h is true in
nature but whic h is not c onsistent with any previously known
mathematic al- phy sic al ty pe. Close analy sis shows that this
new theorem requires a spec ific kind ofc hange in one or more
of the axioms of the presently acc epted form of mathematic al
phy sic s . E nter Soc rates: The fun begins.
The question is thus posed implic itly. Suppose we adopt
a new set of interc onnec ted axioms and postulates , one whic h
c onforms fully to the new experimental theorem, whic h in
troduc es only the absolutely nec essary modific ations in the
previously established c ollec tion of ax ioms and postulates.
Can we sec ure an experimentally valid, revised version of
the theorems of the old sy stem whic h fit the new set of ax ioms
and postulates?
In effec t, that is what a revolutionary disc overy in sc ienc e
forc es u s to do. I n that c ase , a c ruc ial experimental theorem
of those troublesome spec ific ations has introduc ed an ax iom
atic- revolutionary c hange into formal mathematic al phy sic s.
That kind of succ essive axiomatic- revolutionary c hange has
been the c harac teristic of both formal mathematic s itself and
of modem phy sic al sc ienc e sinc e Nic olaus of Cusa' s De
Docta Ignorantia of A. D. 1 440. The disc overy of Dmitri
Mendeley ev ' s P eriodic Law , Georg Cantor' s transfinite ,
Max P lanc k' s quantum of ac tion , radioac tivity , and nuc lear
fission ty pify the revolutionary c hanges whic h erupted at the
c lose of the lastc entury and the first three dec ades- odd of this.
34
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E ac h of those required an axioma tic-re volutio nary c han ge in
our notions of phy sic s as a whole.
O ver the millennia prec eding A. D. 14 00, the re volutions
c ame more slowly , and there were even long perio ds of steri l
ity , or even falling bac kwards in too ma ny c ultural strains.
Y et, the same princ iple is reflec ted in the shards of very old
prehistoric c ulture s. This type of willful incre a se in man 
kind' s power over nature perc apita and per square kilometer,
is what most c learly sets the human spec ies absolutely a part
from , and above all other known forms of ex istenc e within
phy sic al spac e- time.
That brings the inquiry to a c ruc ial point: "W hy must
one equate ' ax iomatic revolutionary' with 'creative'?" The
mastery of the sc ienc e of phy sic al ec onomy depends upo n
the student' s c omprehending this c onnec tion. Onc e this po int
is graspe d , the essential inco mpetenc e of to day' s politic a lly
c orrec t university ec onomists and their tex tboo ks is sho wn
readily. The immediate relevanc e of this is that it invo lves
proof of the fraudulent c harac ter of the assertions of Norbert
W iener and John Von Neumann, and their fo llowers th e
idiot- savant c haos- theorists, o n the subjec t of the human in
telligenc e and mathematic s generally.

LQgic versus creativity
Given two theorem- lattic es , separated from one a no ther
by only a single c hange in ax iom. There is no c onsistency
between any theore m in one of these lattic es with any theorem
in the other. The differenc e between the two is therefore ,
mathematic ally , a formal disc ontinuity. In real life , this sig
nifies, that in the c ase of every valid ax iomatic- revolutionary
disc overy in mathematic s , or mathematic al phy sic s , onc e
w e have disc overed the ax io matic c hange whic h defines the
succ essor theorem- lattic e , we shall alway s be able , on princ i
pie , to treat every theorem of the prec eding lattic e a s a spec ia l
c ase of the latter; however, n o theorem of the sec ond lattic e
c an be reac hed by c onsistency with the ax ioms o f the first.
This princ iple was well known to Plato and his assoc iates.
P lato' s Parmenides dialogue is a demonstration of the way
in whic h a c reative disc overy must appear fro m the sta nd
point of the mere formalist E leatic (or the Aristotelia n I m
manuel Kant' s Critiques) . To the formalist, suc h a disc overy
appears as an inex plic able leap of the intellec t.
The c lassic al modem illustration of Plato' s point is the
solution to the paradox in Arc himedes' quadra ture of the
c irc le by Nic olaus of Cusa.
U ntil Cusa, mathematic ians were fooled by the fac t that
a series derived fro m Arc him edes' c onstruc tion may estima te
the value of the ratio of the c irc ular radius , 1T , to any required
dec imal position. Cusa showed (A. D. 1440 , 1 453) tha t this
apparent arithmetic c onvergenc e had an embedded falsehood
insofar as one assumed falsely from the a ppa rent c onver
genc e in numeric values tha t a c irc ular perimeter was c on
struc table in this way. The va lues were , in fac t, nearly equa l ,
but never c ongruent. Cusa defined c irc ular ac tion a s o f a
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different, higher mathematical species than the Greeks had
assumed all incommensurables to have been . Later (1697),
the physical significance of Cusa' s discovery was proven for
radiation of light by Jean Bernoulli and Gottfried Leibniz,
and established as the basis for what they termed "non-alge
braic" or "transcendental" functions .
Since 1697, this discovery, known under the rubric of
the continuum paradox, 1 has continued to be the center of the
principal methodological controversy, and a source of the
most significant classroom and textbook frauds within mathe
matical physics.2 A crucial treatment of this from the stand
point of Karl Weierstrass ' s work was given by Georg Can
tor's presentation of the series of Aleph transfinites (1897) ;
the exposure of the axiomatic fallacies of the entire life's
mathematical work of Bertrand Russell, and also the related
work of John Von Neumann, was given by Kurt GOdel in
1931 . 3 Despite the conclusive proof, from these and other
sources, the denial of the existence of what Riemann de
scribes as the "continuum paradox" persists stubbornly as
a leading, fraudulent feature of the standard mathematical
physics curriculum today. As in the exemplary cases of Nor
bert Wiener's popular Cybernetics and the work on economy
and the human mind by John Von Neumann, this popularized
classroom fraud plays a dominant role in the mistakenly gen
erally accepted versions of professionally taught and prac
ticed economics doctrine today .
Back during the 194Os, this writer sometimes amused
himself by asking some of the pompous varieties of academI . See Bernhard Riemann ' s celebrated 1 854 Habilitationsschrift, Uber
die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen, in Collected Works
of Bernhard Riemann, Heinrich Weber, ed. , Dover, New York, 1953 ,
pp. 272-287 . For a passable translation, see Bernhard Riemann, ''On The
Hypotheses Which Lie At the Foundations of Geometry , " Henry S. White,
trans . , in A Source Book in Mathematics, David Eugene Smith, ed . ( 1 929) ,
Dover Reprint, 1 959, pp. 404-425 , possim.
2. The cult-fad of "Chaos Theory" in political-economy , for example,
is a delusion of those Bourbaki and kindred idiot-savants who confuse reality
with arithmetic estimates assigned to computer algorithms such as Mandel
brot figures. The influence of the late John Von Neumann is largely responsi
ble for the spread of this and kindred lunacies within political-economy and
other areas. Norbert Wiener, the author of Cybernetics and co-author of "in
formation theory ," was justly expelled from a Gottingen University seminar
by the great David Hilbert, for reason of the same methodological incompe
tence which Wiener later exhibited in his outrageous notions of"negentropy ,"
and his own and John Von Neumann' s sick notions of the human mind.
These and kindred pathologies explain some of the reasons for the high
rate of insanity among many highly trained mathematical formalists . If one
attempts to define a "general field" theory of mathematical formalism on the
basis of the false assumption of Bertrand Russell, John Von Neumann, et aI . ,
that externally bounding limits can be accessed as a theorem of the externally
bounded theorem-lattice, the person so deluded must either give up that as
sumption, as Kurt GOdel did (for example), quit mathematics , or become an
obsession-crazed fanatic , a lunatic dwelling in some wildly mystical para
noid ' s fantasy world. Thus, in the ancient Greek cult of Delphi , it was recog
nized that peering out from between the cracks of the mind of Apollo there
is a leering Friedrich Nietzsche, a Bakunin, a Richard Wagner, a Martin
Heidegger, a raving Dionysos-Python, or, as Herodotus underlines, a Satan,
an Osiris, a Siva.

3. Kurt GOdel, "On formally undecidable propositions of Principia
Mathematica and related systems I," in Kurt GOdel Collected Works , Vol . I ,
S . Feferman e t aI . , eds . , Oxford University Press, pp . 144- 1 95 .
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ics whether human life were statisticaltr possible . The central
premise upon which this writer' s 194 � -52 discoveries refut
ing Wiener and Von Neumann were ljased, was the position
that a theory which cannot be shown t� be consistent with the
existence of the theoretician is bad pitrsics. In later years, a
few notable thinkers have expressed either the same or a very
similar position .
Plato' s Academy at Athens demon�trated their proof, that
there existed geometric magnitudes which are not congruent
with rational numbers, geometric magnitudes called "incom
mensurables . " Later, Nicolaus of Cu�a was the first to show
us that we must divide those incorrimensurables into two
distinct species, species which Leibnitl later identified as the
"algebraic" (the lower species) and the "non-algebraic" (the
higher species), the latter commonly referenced today under
the rubric of "transcendental functions . " The continuum par
adox, the central topic of Leibniz ' s iMonadology, and the
center of the work of Riemann later, !must be recognized as
showing us that there exists yet a higher species of mathemat
ics . This is a higher domain in which tile principle of cardinal
ity is preserved, but not ordinality a$ we know it from the
three lower species of mathematical 40mains . It is this last,
the fourth and highest domain (from ; Cantor' s Aleph 1 and
up) which enables us to represent s ientific creativity and
its effects, a representation which i$ impossible from the
standpoint of lower orders of mather$tical physics.
So, although we cannot represent l scientific creativity by
any of the mathematical methods taught in engineering
schools, a proper comprehension of the work of Cantor from
the standpoint ofLeibniz' s Monadoloa y and the Riemann Sur
face shows us how to deal with this formal problem once we
have identified the physics of represen.ing a demographic pro
cess of development under the impetus of technological
progress .

�

Economic measurements
This problem was forced upon me during the 1948-51 in
terval of my efforts to define a rigorous refutation of the obvi
ous frauds by Wiener respecting a Boltzmann H-theorem
"
based definition of "negative entropy I and Wiener and Von
Neumann' s mechanistic misconceptions of human thinking
processes. My approach to that problem may be summed up
as part of what ought to become st!U\dard pedagogy in any
respectable university classroom in economics today .
The lesson of the internal history! of mathematics, espe
cially during the recent 550 years of the rise of European
science, is that we must always see� to measure, but must
not trust blindly the tape-measures which were issued to us
as students in the classrooms or textbooks . Sometimes, we
need to invent a new yardstick, just :as we have today four
distinct species of mathematics . Uqtil the end of 1951, I
knew of but three species of mathematics; I was about to
learn a fourth, beginning January 1952 .
Apply what was then, circa 1950� 51, standard industrial
Feature
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engineering knowledge of the structure of a successfully de
veloping agro-industrial economy . Define as the relevant in
put and output of a function an array of households ' and
producers ' market-baskets containing nothing functionally
significant excepting a combination of physical products plus
three categories of services : education, health care , and sci
entific progress . Draw a cut through the continuing cycle of
production-consumption at any point. Measuring all inputs
and outputs in terms of per capita, per household, and per
square kilometer, compare the input (consumption by either
households or producers) and output (products of infrastruc
ture , agriculture , mining , and industry , plus services of clas
sical forms of education , health care , and scientific progress) .
Since any economic process trapped in a zero-technologi
cal-growth mode must collapse "entropically," our first con
cern is to maintain growth of productive powers of labor.
Therefore , subtract input from output, and divide the remain
der by input: The result must be larger than "0. " The margin
by which the ratio must be greater than "0" will be an amount
greater than the rate of technological attrition .
Thus far, not problematic . Term the input "the energy of
the system," and the remainder the "free energy" margin .
See the ratio as a "free-energy ratio . "
Then comes the problem: Not only must there be a rate
of technological progress , to offset required growth plus ef
fects of attrition of natural and man-improved resources; to
sustain the needed, relatively rising free-energy ratio, the
value of the energy of the system must increase per capita,
per household, and per square kilometer. No matter how we
adjust the list of items in the bill of materials and process
sheets , that difficulty remains . That locates the crucial issue .
The next step , is to refine the picture by writing down
and verifying a series of linear inequalities corresponding to
the direction of changes in the social division of labor, and
demography , which accompany the indicated , twofold trans
formation in the apparent functional form of rising free-ener
gy ratio . The principal such inequalities describing success
ful economic growth of economies during the recent 500
years are described in my 1 984 textbook So, You Wish to
Learn All About Economics ? It is easily shown that, during
the same centuries , all economies which violated those con
straints suffered decline , that violation of these constraints is
the characteristic of declining economies .
There should be nothing surprising about the fact of my
lines of inquiry into these matters during 1 948-5 2 .
During the late 1 940s , after the 1 930s depression , and
following the war, experiencing the recession of 1 947-48 ,
and the 1 949 economic recovery sparked by the Cold War
revival of the Korea conflict, all we veterans who were rea
sonably sentient were aware of the anomalous fact that, dur
ing the twentieth century to date , the only prosperous periods
had been those associated with relatively larger expenditures
for the costs of war. During those days , the u . S . and other
governments were frequently charged with seeking warfare
36
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as a way of organizing an economic recovery ! Thinking about
the story behind that apparent economic anomaly did not
make warfare less wasteful of life and material ; tracing out a
few economic facts made clear the reasons for the anomalous
appearances .
The characteristic of modem regular warfare is excep
tionally high rates of technological attrition . Technologies
are developed during a few years of forced-draft, which
would have required decades otherwise . As some of the Man
hattan Project' s veterans described this to me in some detail ,
the intensity of scientific collaboration in that undertaking
packed decades into about five years of research and develop
ment. If the history of "crash program" technological devel
opment is traced from its origin in the 1 793- 1 8 1 4 technologi
cal leadership of France by Lazare Carnot and Gaspard
Monge , through the military and aerospace crash-programs
of the subsequent 1 50 years , what stands foremost for one ' s
attention is what may b e fairly described a s a four-step pro
cess for injecting high rates of prosperous growth into any
modem economy .
The top of the mountain is fundamental (axiomatic-revo
lutionary) progress in science . Slightly down the slope , there
is the elaboration of these most crucial discoveries at the
summit of the mountain into subsidiary discoveries . At both
levels , the new discovery prompts the design of demonstra
tion-of-principle experiments . As these experiments are re
fined , the lessons of the successful experimental designs are
taken to a place a short distance down the slope from the two
levels of scientific work: Here we encounter the transforma
tion of the successful experimental designs into machine
tool or equivalent principles. Downstream from the advanced
machine-tool-design sector, we have the new machine-tools
revolutionizing product designs and productive powers of
labor at the base of the mountain, where production occurs .
In "crash program" mobilizations , not only scientific and
related progress at its most intenSe , but every new conception
is quickly turned into improved military or other applica
tions. The machine-tool sector is expanded rapidly to accom
modate to this. The rate of flow of tools proven in the highly
mobilized military or aerospace applications , for example,
spills at exceptional rates into the economy in general .
The way in which to think about such experiences is stop
all the wimping and whining about budget-balancing and
kindred mind-crippling , dog-like obsessions , and concen
trate upon the crucial lesson to be learned from examining
such an anomalous appearance . Concentrate upon the end
result , the effect of delivery of large masses of technologies ,
at accelerated rates , into both the improvement of product
designs and increase of the productive powers of labor. The
lesson is, that if we would use our heads , unlike the King
Louis XVI who failed, during 1 783-89 , to use his , we should
always have the "moral equivalent of war-mobilization . " To
wit: We should insist that a large part of the total labor force
be engaged in developing , investment in , and production by
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high rates of massive injection of newly discovered science

tured as Venetian dupes: Walsinghani and his circles around

proved product designs and high rates of increase of the

around the unfortunate King James I.

and newly developed technologies into the promotion of im

productive powers of labor overall .

That object-lesson should reenforce our appreciation of a

point which ought to have been clear beforehand. The sum
total of the lessons for statecraft from history and pre-history ,

Queen Elizabeth, and the evil Francis Bacon, and so forth,

E�en during the Civil War

in England, Venice controlled both sides , including the Pallavi

cini-linked Oliver Cromwell , and the Restoration Stuarts after
Cromwell' s son and heir had been oVl.'jrthrown.

Those points are key to u�ders�ding the great control

is that creative, revolutionary progress in scientific and analo

Venice exerted upon not only Adal!D Smith , Jeremy Ben

man ' s vision: It is the essence of human existence , it is what

to be identified as British political J social , and economic

image of God the Creator by virtue of our developable indi

President George Bush riding like � sick cat on the tail of

gous knowledge is not an occurrence on the periphery of
distinguishes us as the Mosaic heritage specifies , as in the

tham , and Thomas Malthu s , but the entirety of what came
thinking from the middle of the eightbenth century to former

vidual potential for creative reason .

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher' s !broom . During the late

growing economy is that the essence of the economy is not

Liberal Party of the Duke of Marlborough , Walpole , King

The anomalous aspect of the mathematical picture of a

the production and consumption of objects , but rather the

upward transformation of the cycle of consumption for pro

duction of the means of improved human existence . The

creative powers of reason are the source, the cause for that
growth upon which the avoidance of social collapse depends
absolutely . The anomalous aspect of the economic process is

that the characteristic feature of a viable economic policy of
performance is human creative reason , that principle of rea
son which the economic doctrine of the late John Von Neu

mann and the contemporary "Chaos" theorists implicitly
deny to exist.

seventeenth and early eighteenth cdnturies , in Britain , the

George I , and the notorious Hell- f1ire Clubs were already
known as the "Venetian Party , " as IDisraeli referred to the
imperial party of mid-nineteenth-century Britain .

Venice saw London as becoming the "Venice of the

North , " a worldwide maritime power, building a global em

pire , and moving on to establish a system of world-govern
ment consistent with Venetian financial and social principles.

London ' s Liberal Party , in turn , waS content to be guided by
its Venetian mentors . Still , during [the eighteenth century ,

until the city was weakened somewhat in its quarre l with the
I

Genoese asset Napoleon Bonapart¢ , the Venetian intelli-

gence service was very widespread! , deeply embedded, fe

Adam Smith has no morals

rally capable , and still very powerfull .

of "free trade" except by employing the doctrine as a ruse for

teenth and eighteenth centuries wPuld probably turn the

No nation as a whole has ever profitted from the dogma

looting another nation . The technical flaw in Adam Smith ' s

dogma i s not derived from a defect within his nonexistent
science , but originates purely and simply in his lack of all

human decency . One has but to read the moral basis for his
dogma of the "invisible hand ," in his earlier, 1 759 , Theory

o/ the Moral Sentiments. Ortes is the key .

From the beginning of Venice ' s deployment of the Fourth

Crusade to loot and ruin the competitor power of its former

master, the Byzantine Empire, in A . D . 1 204, until the col

lapse of the Lombard debt-bubble during the middle of the

The portrait o f Venice ' s decadence during the seven

stomachs of even the citizens of old Sodom and Gomorrah .

Vile creatures such as Conti , Grandi , Ortes, Casanova,

Cagliostro , and , later, Capodistria, !were the appropriate in

struments to devise the ultimate ex�me in systematic immo
rality copied from Ortes ' s writings by Adam Smith, et al .

Nothing could be further from (he truth than the British

empiricists with their dogma respe�ting "human nature"; no
one was more inclined to the unna�ral than these Venetian

bachelors who taught them . Man i� not a creature of mere

appetites and sensual passions; wer� man as Bacon , Hobbes ,

fourteenth century , Venice ruled the Mediterranean and Eu

Locke , Hume , Smith , and Bentharp. portray the individuals

threatened by the A . D . 1 440 Council of Florence , leading to

the level of baboon-like Yahoos subSisting precariously upon

came close to conquering and destroying Venetian power

beaches of Africa ' s coast .

math of that, Venice survived by placing each and all of its

our species as a whole absolutely ajpart from, and above the

ropean usury as an imperial maritime power. This power was

the alliance of nations-the League of Cambrai-which

during the first decade of the sixteenth century . In the after

enemies against one another' s throat, the Papacy , France ,

Spain , the German Empire , the Ottoman Empire , and

England, chiefly. By playing upon the sexual susceptibilities

of a possibly insane King Henry VIII of England , Venice
split England from its close relations with Spain and with the

Tudor House ' s ally in France . Thus, by the close of the

sixteenth century, the leading circles in England had been cap-
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of our species, our species would nelver have ascended above

d

a few berries mixed with decaye

flotsam cast upon the

Human nature is that essential !Characteristic which sets

beasts . That quality is the potential for development of cre

ative reason in every person , the qUality which the tradition
of Mosaic monotheism recognizes � man in the image of God

the Creator. Human nature is a chiltl whose mind and morals
have not yet been destroyed by a modern Frankfurt-school
style day-care center, a loving child asking parents , relatives ,
neighbors, and virtually everyone tise besides: "Why?"
Feature
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